
Boeing Achieves Record Commercial Airplanes Deliveries

Boeing delivered 762 commercial airplanes in 2015, 39 more than the previous year and

most ever for the company as it enters its centennial year.

Read more

TOP 10: Airline and Airport
Punctuality Statistics of 2015

CNN has just published the airline and

airport punctuality statistics for 2015,

based on OAG data.                                      

                

Ryanair Breaks the 100 Million-
Passenger Barrier

It seems that Ryanair’s policy to improve

its customer service is paying off, based

on passenger figures EasyJet also enjoyed

record numbers as the low-cost market
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Read more
boomed.

Read more

Is It Time to Change Australian Aviation Rules?

The new pilot licensing regulations commence was approved in order to harmonize

Australia’s Civil Aviation Safety Authority’s rules step by step with the International Civil

Aviation Organization’s standards.

Read more

Russian Authorities Recommend
Carriers for Civil Servants

Russia’s Federal Air Transport Agency,

Rosaviatsia, has published a list of airlines

recommended for civil servants traveling

on business.

Read more

China Issues First “Traffic Rules”
for Civilian Drones

Air France salutes with emotion the

departure of its Boeing 747 from its long-

haul fleet, after more than forty years of

idyllic travel by Jumbo Jet.

Read more
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Aeros Flight Training and Global ATS Offer New ATCOs Pilot Training

Aeros Flight Training has entered into a partnership agreement with Global ATS (Air

Training Services) to provide flight training for trainee air traffic controllers.

Read more

Global Civil Helicopter Fleet
Projected to Grow 50 Percent

The global civil helicopter fleet will grow

50 percent by 2034, despite the short-

term pressures emanating from a weak

energy market, according to a new report

from analysts at Noealt Corporate

Services.

Read more

Passenger Carrying UAS
Launched by Chinese Company

At the Consumer Electronics Show (CES

2016) this week in Las Vegas, a Chinese

company named EHang introduced the

first publicly announced unmanned

aircraft designed to carry a passenger.

The company calls its Ehang 184 an

Autonomous Aerial Vehicle, or AAV for

short, and it is designed for short hops at

low altitudes.

Read more
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Mooney M10T First Flight Test in
California

Mooney International Corp. has

successfully completed the first flight of

the M10T Proof of Concept (POC) aircraft.

The first flight was performed by test pilot

Len Fox on Wednesday, December 23rd

in the vicinity of the Chino Airport in

California.

Read more

First Flight of Epic E1000
Prototype

Epic Aircraft completed the successful

maiden flight of its first conforming

prototype E1000 single-engine turboprop,

code-named FT1, putting the

manufacturer on track to achieve

certification later this year.                          

                

Read more
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